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Chapter 1: Design theory
Exercise 1 The number of points is (qn+1−1)/(q−1). For there are qn+1 vec-
tors in the space; each non-zero vector spans a 1-dimensional subspace, and each
such subspace is spanned by any of its q−1 non-zero vectors. So

v = (qn+1−1)/(q−1).

Similarly, each block contains k = (ql+1−1)/(q−1) points.
Take two distinct points p = [v],q = [w]. The vectors v,w are linearly inde-

pendent (since they span distinct subspaces). The pair (v,w) can be extended to a
linearly independent (l +1)-tuple in

(qn+1−q2) · · ·(qn+1−ql)

ways, since each vector must be chosen outside the span of the preceding ones.
Any such tuple spans a block containing p and q. But if B is a block containing p
and q, then the number of ways of extending (v,w) to a basis for B is

(ql+1−q2) · · ·(ql+1−ql)

by the same argument. So we do indeed have a 2-(v,k,λ) design, with v and k as
above and

λ =
(qn+1−q2) · · ·(qn+1−ql)

(ql+1−q2) · · ·(ql+1−ql)
=

(qn−1−1) · · ·(qn−l+1−1)
(ql−1−q2) · · ·(q−1)

.

Exercise 2 An exercise with summations shows that

(A1⊗B1)(A2⊗B2) = A1A2⊗B1B2.

Also, (A⊗B)> = A>⊗B>.
Thus, if H1 and H2 are Hadamard matrices of orders n1,n2 respectively, then

(H1⊗H2)(H1⊗H2)
> = (H1H>1 )⊗ (H2H>2 ) = (n1I)⊗ (n2I) = n1n2I.

Number the rows and columns of H2 from 0 to 1, and the rows and columns of
its nth tensor power from 0 to 2n−1. Now it can be shown by induction that the
(i, j) entry of the nth tensor power is (−1)〈v(i),v( j)〉, where v(i) is the binary vector
representing the integer i to the base 2. Now deleting the first row and column
(corresponding to the zero vector) we have the incidence matrix of PG(n− 1,2)
(with +1 and −2 replacing 0 and 1).
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Exercise 3 We have HJ = H>J = dJ, where J is the all-1 matrix. Then

d2J = (HH>)J = nJ,

so d2 = n; and d is even, since n is. Put d = 2u. Then the corresponding 0,1
incidence matrix is (H + J)/2; and we have

((H + J)/2)J = dJ/2+nJ/2 = (2u2 +u)J,
((H + J)/2)(H>+ J)/2) = HH>/4+dJ/2+nJ/4 = u2I +(u2 +u)J.

Exercise 4 Let L be the a line in a square 2-(v,k,λ) design. Then there are
v−λ blocks not containing L, of which k−λ contain each point of L. So |L| ≤
(v−λ)/(k−λ). For a Hadamard design, this upper bound is 3. The lower bound
is obviously 2. We also see that a line attaining this upper bound meets every
block.

The dual of the condition that every line metes every block is precisely condi-
tion (∗). Moreover, there are just three blocks containing B1∩B2. If these blocks
are B1,B2,B3, then we see that

v(B1)+v(B2) = v(B3).

So the set W is a subspace of Fv
2. It is also clear that, for any point p, the set

{0}∪{v(B) : p ∈ B} is a hyperplane in W . All hyperplanes arise in this way, so
we have the projective space (which is self-dual, so the original design is also a
projective space).

Exercise 5 For any proper subset I of {1, . . . , t +1}, the number of blocks con-
taining {xi : i ∈ I} depends only on the parameters of the design. So all terms
except one in the inclusion-exclusion formula are determined by the design pa-
rameters; the remaining term (corresponding to I = {1, . . . , t +1}) is (−1)t+1µ.

If t is even, we see that the number of blocks containing all or none of the
points x1, . . . ,xt+1 depends only on the design parameters. These are precisely the
blocks of E containing these points.

It remains to be proved that the (constant) number of blocks containing ∞ and
t given points x1, . . . ,xt of X is the same. Now the number of blocks of E is 2b =
(v+1)b/(k+1), the correct number for an extension of D . So the average number
of blocks containing t + 1 points is equal to λ. But any t + 1 points including ∞

lie in λ blocks, and any t +1 points not containing ∞ lie in a constant number of
blocks, which must necessarily also be λ. (Here v,k,λ,b are the parameters of D .)
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Exercise 6 Apply the extendability test (1.33) to the parameter sets in (1.35).

Exercise 7 For a 3-(q2+1,q+1,1) design to be extendable, we require that q+
2 divides q(q2 +1)(q2 +2), so q+2 divides 2 ·5 ·6 = 60. Dembowski’s Theorem
shows that q is either odd or a power of 2, leaving only the values claimed.

Exercise 8 (a) There are many ways to do this. Here is one involving Hussain
chains. Take a block B whose points are labelled 1,2,3,4,5. Each block different
from B is incident with two of these points, and any two of the points with one fur-
ther block; so the remaining ten blocks can be labelled with the 2-element subsets
of {1, . . . ,5}. Now consider the six points outside B. Each such point p lies on
five blocks, whose indexing subsets from a graph on the vertex set {1, . . . ,5} with
five edges. Each vertex i lies on two of these edges (since two blocks contain p
and i); so each such graph is a 5-cycle. Moreover, any two of these 5-cycles share
two edges, these edges not having a common vertex. It is easy to see that up to
permutation there is a unique set of six 5-cycles satisfying these conditions; these
happen to be all images of a given 5-cycle under even permutations of {1, . . . ,5}.
(This argument shows that the automorphism group of the design is transitive on
blocks, and the stabiliser of a block is the alternating group A5; so the automor-
phism group has order 11 ·60 = 660.)

(b) There are 22 points in X , and each block contains six points. We have to
show that three points lie in a unique block.

Case: 3 points of the biplane. Either they lie in a unique block of the biplane
(hence in a block of type 2), or they lie in no block of the biplane, in which case
they form an oval and lie in a unique block of type 3.

Case: Two points p,q and a block B of the biplane. If the block contains both
points, then this configuration lies in a type 2 block. Suppose that B contains
p but not q. The two blocks through p and q each meet B in one further point,
leaving two more blocks B1 and B2 on p. Let B1∩B2 = {p,r}. Then {p,q,r} is
an oval with B a tangent, hence in a unique block of type 3. Finally, suppose that
B contains neither p nor q. The two blocks through p and q meet B in four points;
if r is the fifth point, then again {p,q,r} is an oval with B as a tangent.

The cases: two blocks and a point, or three blocks, are dual to the above.

Exercise 9 We have to show that the lines through p meet S in one point each.
These lines have equation z = 0 (meeting S in [(1,0,0)] or x = cz, c ∈ Fq. The
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multiplicative group of Fq has odd order q− 1, so c has a unique square root d;
then [(c,d,1)] is the unique point of S on x = cz.

Hence S∪{p} is a Type II oval, and S∪{p} \ {s} a Type I oval meeting the
conic S in q points. By the Hint (can you prove it??), S∪ {p} \ {s} cannot be
a conic unless q ≤ 4. For q ≤ 4, show directly (by finding a quadratic equation
satisfied by it) that S∪ {p} \ {s} is a conic, or show that all Type I ovals are
equivalent under automorphisms in PG(2,2) or PG(2,4) (so all are conics).

Exercise 10

30
18 12

10 8 4
5 5 3 1

2 3 2 1 0
0 2 1 1 0 0

Exercise 11 Let p1, . . . , pt+1−s be points outside B, and let αi be the number
of blocks B′ with p1, . . . , pt+1−s ∈ B′ and |B∩B′| = xi. Then we have (counting
choices of block B′ and j points of B∩B′),

α1 + · · ·+ αs = λt+1−s
x1α1 + · · ·+ xsαs = kλt+2−s

...
...

...
...

...( x1
s−1

)
α1 + · · ·+

( xs
s−1

)
αs =

( k
s−1

)
λt

These s equations determine uniquely the s unknowns α1, . . . ,αs. So the blocks
B′ with |B∩B′|= xi form a (t +1− s)-(v− k,k,αi) designs.

If B is the 4-(23,7,1) design then s = 2, so t +1− s = 3. We have x1 = 1 and
x2 = 3, so we get 3-(16,6,4) and 3-(16,4,1) designs. The latter is the design of
points and planes in AG(4,2).

Exercise 12 (a) We have v = 4t, k = 2t. The proof of (1.28) shows that, given
three columns, the rows split into four sets of size t depending on their values in
these columns; blocks of D containing the three columns correspond to pairs from
the same set. So λ = 4

(t
2

)
= 2t(t−1).

(b) If it is a 4-structure then

λ4 = 2t(t−1)(2t−3)/(4t−3),
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so 4t−3 | 3 ·1 ·3 = 9, whence t = 1 (trivial) or t = 3.
(c) Equal blocks correspond to row pairs r1r2 and r3r4 such that r3 and r4 agree

in the same positions that r1 and r2 do. Such pairs are disjoint; so at most 2t such
pairs can be found.

If each block has multiplicity 2t, then given r1,r2,r3 there is a unique r4 such
that the pointwise product of r1, r2 and r3 is r4. This means that the derived
Hadamard 2-design satisfies the conditions of Exercise 4, so we have a Sylvester
matrix.

Exercise 13 A Type I oval consists of four points, no three collinear. Given
three non-collinear points, each of the three lines joining them contains one further
point, so there are three choices of a fourth point. Thus there are

9 ·8 ·6 ·3
4 ·3 ·2 ·1

= 54

ovals altogether.
The partition is best found by trial and error. The three ovals containing a

given triangle lie in different classes. Then we can take ovals through three of the
points of one of these and assign them to classes; it is possible to continue in a
unique way.

Now let D be as defined. Clearly v = 12, k = 6. Consider five points.

• ∞1,∞2,∞3 and two points p1, p2 of X lie in a unique block of the first type.

• ∞1,∞2 and three points p1, p2, p3: if {p1, p2, p3} is a line L, then we are in
the block {∞1,∞2,∞3}∪L; otherwise {p1, p2, p3} is contained in a unique
oval O of class O3, and {in f ty1,∞2}∪O is the block.

• and so on . . .

Given any 5-(12,6,1) design, choose three points ∞1,∞2,∞3. The triply de-
rived design is a 2-(9,3,1) design, hence isomorphic to AG(2,3). Any block
containing two of ∞1,∞2,∞3 is of the form {∞i,∞ j}∪O, where O is an oval; thus
the ovals used fall into three classes, with 18 in each class, and this must be the
same partition as above. Since the complement of a block is a block (as we see
from the intersection triangle), everything is now determined.
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Exercise 14 Let D be affine, say D is a 2-(µm2,µm,(µm−1)/(m−1)) design,
with µ > 1 if it is not an affine plane, and b = m(µm2− 1)(m− 1). We have
m−1 | µ−1. Let m−1 = t, µ−1 = st, for some s, t; then

v = (st +1)(t +1)2, k = (st +1)(t +1), b = (t +1)(st2 +2st + s+ t).

For extendability,

(st +1)(t +1)+1 divides
(
(st +1)(t +1)2 +1

)
(t +1)(st2 +2st + s+ t),

so (st +1)(t +1)+1 divides t(s−1). This is impossible if s, t > 1.

Exercise 15 (a) Follow the hint: let L be a line. Then L meets every hyperplane.
π−1(L) is a set of three points; since 3≤ d, some hyperplane H contains π−1(L),
whence π(H) contains L, so that π(H) meets every hyperplane.

(b) In P(q), blocks are of the form S+a (for a∈ Fq), where S is the set of non-
zero squares. Then −1 is a non-square (since q ≡ 3 (mod 4)), so −S is disjoint
from S, and −(S+a) =−S−a is disjoint from the block S−a.

(c) If PG(d,2) ∼= P(q, where q = 2d+1− 1, let π be the permutation x 7→ −x
and B the block guaranteed by (a); then−B meets every block, contrary to (b). So
this is not possible for d ≥ 3.

For d = 2, PG(2,2) and P(7) are both the unique 2-(7,3,1) design.

Exercise 16 Let π be a subplane of order m in Π, with m < n. Let L be a line
not in π through a point p of π. Each of the m2 lines of π not containing p meets
L in a unique point, and no two of these points are equal (since the intersection of
two lines of π is a point of π, but p is the only point of π on L since L is not in π).
So |L\{p}|= n≥ m2.

Similarly let L be a line containing no point of π (if possible); then each of the
m2 +m+1 lines of π meets L in a different point, and |L| = n+1 ≥ m2 +m+1.
So

• n = m2 if and only if there are no lines of the second type, that is, every line
of Π meets π, and

• n = m2 +m if and only if a line of the second type has each of its points on
a line of π.
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Exercise 17 For i ∈ {1, . . . , j}\ J, let C+ i = A(J∪{i}). Then C(I) = A(J∪ I);
so

|B(J)|= ∑
I⊆{i,...,n}\J

(−1)|I||A(J∪ I)|= ∑
J⊆K⊆{1,...,n}

(−1)|K|−|J||A(K)|.

Exercise 18 (a) Such a function f maps {1, . . . ,n} to {1, . . . ,n \ J, so there are
(n−|J|)n such functions.

Inclusion-exclusion therefore shows that the number of f such that no point is
not in the range is

∑
J⊆{1,...,n}

(−1)|J|(n−|J|)n =
n

∑
j=0

(−1) j
(

n
j

)
(n− j)n.

But these functions are precisely the permutations, so there are n! of them.
(b) The number of permutations fixing every point in J is n− |J|)! . So the

number of derangements is

d(n) = ∑
J⊆{1,...,n}

(−1)|J|(n−|J|)n

=
n

∑
j=0

(−1) j
(

n
j

)
(n− j)!

=
n

∑
j=0

(−1) j n!
j!

= n!
n

∑
j=0

(−1) j

j!
.

By Taylor’s Theorem, e−1 = ∑
∞
j=0(−1) j/ j! . So

n!e−1−d(n) =
∞

∑
j=n+1

(−1) j

j!

=
(−1)n+1

n+1
+

(−1)n+2

(n+1)(n+2)
+ · · ·

This is a series whose terms decrease to 0 in magnitude and alternate in sign, So
its sum is less than the magnitude of the first term, that is,

|n!e−1−d(n)|< 1
n+1

≤ 1
2
.

Since d(n) is an integer, it is the closest integer to n!/e.
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Chapter 2: Strongly regular graphs
Exercise 1 Any edge is in a unique triangle, so ∞ and v lie in u blocks (where
2u is the valency). Consider v1 and v2.

Case v1 ∼ v2: There is a unique triangle T = {v1,v2,v3} containing them, and
one block is {∞}∪T . The others are T 4T ′, where T ′ is one of the other u− 1
triangles through v3. So u blocks contain v1 and v2.

Case v1 6∼ v2: There are u common neighbours w, each defining a unique block
{v1,v2,w1,w2} (where {v1,w,w1} and {v2,w,w2} are triangles). Again u blocks.

So we obtain 2-(9,4,2), 2-(15,4,3), and 2-(27,4,5) designs.

Exercise 2 This can be done by using the Krein bound. Here is an elementary
argument. Let Γ be such a graph, ∞ a vertex, X the set of neighbours of ∞, Y
the set of non-neighbours, and declare x ∈ X and y ∈ Y to be incident if x ∼ y.
Then |X |= k = 9; each y ∈ Y is incident with µ = 4 points of X . Take x1,x2 ∈ X .
Then x1 6∼ x2 (there are no triangles, since λ = 0), so x1 and x2 have four common
neighbours, one of which is ∞. The other three lie in Y (again since there are no
triangles). So (X ,Y ) is a 2-(9,4,3) design.

Take y ∈ Y . Then y has 9 neighbours, of which 4 are in X (the points incident
with it) and 5 in Y , say y1, . . . ,y5. No point is incident with y and yi (again, no
triangles!), so these five blocks are disjoint from the block y.

But no 2-(9,4,3) design has the property that there are at least five blocks
disjoint from any given block. (Prove this!)

Exercise 3 I leave it to you.

Exercise 4 (i) The complement is strongly regular, and its parameters are given
in (2.7). If it is isomorphic to the original, then

k = n− k−1,
λ = n−2k+µ−2,
µ = n−2k+λ.

So n = 2k+1, µ = λ+1, and we have Type I.
(ii) Take the vertices of L2(3) as {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3}, where the lines of the

grid are the rows and columns. Now the six sets

{(1,1),(2,2),(3,3)} {(1,2),(2,3),(3,1)} {(1,3),(2,1),(3,2)}
{(1,1),(2,3),(3,2)} {(1,3),(2,2),(3,1)} {(1,2),(2,1),(3,3)}
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form a grid defining the complementary graph. (The original and new lines are the
lines of AG(2,3); two parallel classes form the original grid, the other two their
complement.)

Exercise 5 5K2 (ladder) and the Petersen graph.

Exercise 6 First part: Clearly v = q2, k = (q2− 1)/2. Take two points x,y. If
[x− y] ∈ P, the common neighbours are the other q− 2 points of the affine line,
and (|P|−1)(|P|−2) points where the sets x+W1 and y+W2 meet, where W1,W2
are distinct elements of P not equal to [x− y]. Thus

λ = q−2+(|P|−1)(|P|−2) = q−2+(q−1)(q−3)/4 = (q2−5)/4.

Similarly
µ = |P|(|P|−1) = (q+1)(q−1)/4 = (q2−1)/4.

Second part: Hint: Read (4.13).

Exercise 7 It is possible to do this directly. Instead, this solution uses what has
already been proved. (2.29) shows that these graphs have the triangle property.
No point is adjacent to all others, since the forms are non-singular. So we only
have to count the number of points x 6= 0 with Q(x) = 0.

Q1 = x1x2+x3x4: Q1 = 0 if and only if either x1x2 = x3x4 = 0, or x1x2 = x3x4 = 1.
There are 3 ·3 = 9 choices for the first and 1 ·1 = 1 choices for the second,
or 10 altogether, the zero vector and nine more.

Q2 = Q1 + x2
5: Q2 = 0 if and only if either Q1 = x5 = 0 or Q1 = x5 = 1, so

10+6 = 16 choices, the zero vector and 15 others.

Q3 = Q1 + x2
5 + x5x6 + x2

6: Now x2
5 + x5x6 + x2

6 = 0 if and only if x5 = x6 = 0. So
as before there are 10 ·1+6 ·3 = 28 vectors, the zero vector and 27 others.

Exercise 8 Let Γ be such a graph. If x 6∼ y then x and y have one common
neighbour z; any further neighbour of x is joined to one neighbour of y and vice
versa (except that the common neighbour of x and z is joined to z and the common
neighbour of y and z is joined to z). So x and y have equally many common
neighbours.

Now the argument of (2.3) shows that Γ is either a windmill or regular.
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If Γ is regular, then it is strongly regular (v,k,1,1). This has Type II, so 4(k−
1) is a square, say k = u2 +1, and u divides 2k = 2(u2 +1). Thus u divides 2, so
u = 1 or u = 2. Now u = 1 is impossible, while u = 2 gives a triangle (a special
case of a windmill).

Exercise 9 (i) Let x,y lie at distance d, with a path x = x0,x1, . . . ,xd = y between
them. Let z be another neighbour of y (not xd−1). Then d(x,z) ≤ d, so there is a
path of length at most d from x to z, giving a closed path of length at most 2d+1.
So g≤ 2d +1.

(ii) [The inequalities in (ii) and (iii) are the wrong way round: sorry!] Suppose
that there are at most k(k−1)i−1 vertices at distance i from x. Each lies on at least
one edge to a vertex at distance i−1 from x, so on at most k−1 edges to vertices
at distance i+ 1. So there are at most k(k− 1)i vertices at distance i+ 1 from x.
So this holds for i = 1, . . . ,d by induction, and n≤ f (k,d).

(iii) This time, a vertex at distance i from x has at most one neighbour at
distance i−1 or i from x (else there would be a circuit of length at most 2i), so at
least k−1 at distance i+1; so we get the reverse inequality.

Equality in any of the bounds is equivalent to the following: Γ has diameter d
and girth g = 2d +1, and if d(x,y) = i then y has one neighbour at distance i−1
from x and k−1 at distance i+1 (if i < d) or i (if i = d). So all these conditions
are equivalent.

Exercise 10 A Moore graph of diameter 2 is strongly regular with λ = 0 and
µ = 1. If it has Type I, then k = 2, n = 5 and Γ is the pentagon. If it has Type II,
then 4k−3 is a square, say 4k−3 = (2s+1)2, whence k = s2 + s+1, and

n = 1+ k+ k(k−1) = k2 +1 = s4 +2s3 +3s2 +2a+2,

where 2s+1 divides s4+2s3+ s2−1. Thus, 2s+1 divides 1−4+4−16 =−15,
S = 1,2,7, K = 3,7,57.

Exercise 11 There are six types of 3-sets of edges of K7,11, as follows:

r
r

r r�
�
�

L
L
L r

rr r
�
�
�

L
L
L r r

r r
�
�
�

�
�
�

D
D
D r r r

r r
�
�
�

D
D
D

r r r
r rD
D
D

�
�
� r r r

r r r
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The ratios of the numbers of each type are 3 : 1 : 12 : 54 : 30 : 90. To show that we
get a 3-design, it suffices to show that the numbers of subgraphs of these types in
the displayed graph are the same. (Why?) This is proved by a direct count. For
example, of the first type there are 5 ·4 ·3+4 ·3 ·2+4 ·3 ·2 = 108; of the second,
4 ·3 ·2+3 ·2 ·1+3 ·2 ·1 = 36; and so on.

Exercise 12 (a) Suppose we know a pair (x,xσ). Given any y ∈ xσ, with y 6= x,
x and y are incident with xσ and yσ; but there are only two blocks through x and
y, and one is xσ, so the other is yσ. So σ is determined on all points of xσ, and
similarly on all blocks through x. Proceeding thus, it is determined everywhere.

(b) Let σ and τ be two elements of Σ. For any block B, Bσ and Bτ are two
points of B, and lie in one further block, which must be Bστ = Bτσ. So σ and τ

agree on every block, and must be equal. Clearly there can be no fixed point, since
if xστ = x, then xσ = xτ, whence σ = τ by (a).

(c) The product of three such polarities is a polarity, since each polarity re-
verses inclusion. If στν has an absolute point x, then we find that the four points
x, xστ, xσν, xτν are incident with the four blocks xσ, xτ, xν, xστν, a contradiction to
λ = 2.

Now the result follows from (2.28).

Exercise 13 Follow the steps!

Exercise 14 Let vA = ρv, with v = (v1, . . . ,vn), and set vi = max{v1, . . . ,vn}.
Then

|(vA)i||= |∑v ja ji| ≤∑ |v j| · |a ji| ≤ |vi|∑ |a ji|= k|vi|.

So |ρ| · |vi|= |(vA)i| ≤ k|vi|, whence |ρ| ≤ k.
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Chapter 3: Graphs with least eigenvalue −2

Exercise 1 A+ I is positive semidefinite, so there exist vectors v1, . . . ,vn in Eu-
clidean space such that 〈vi,vi〉= 1 and, for i 6= j,

〈vi,v j〉=
{1 if i∼ j,

0 otherwise.

If i∼ j then 〈vi−v j,vi−v j〉= 1−1−1+1= 0, so vi = v j. Thus, i∼ j∼ k implies
vi = v j = vk, so i∼ k; each connected component of Γ is a complete graph.

Exercise 2 It is easiest to take E8 in the representation (3.5)(b) and let the per-
pendicular lines be spanned by e7 + e8 and e7− e8. But you should prove that
you get the same answer whichever pair of perpendicular lines you choose. (You
may want to do this by finding a group which permutes transitively the pairs of
perpendicular lines.)

Exercise 3

D3 = {[e1 + e2], [e1− e2], [e1 + e3], [e1− e3], [e2 + e3], [e2− e3]},
A3 = {[ f0− f1], [ f0− f2], [ f0− f3], [ f1− f2], [ f1− f3], [ f2− f3]}.

Now the linear map defined by

e1 7→ 1
2( f0− f1 + f2− f3),

e2 7→ 1
2( f0− f1− f2 + f3),

e3 7→ 1
2( f0 + f1− f2− f3)

gives the required isomorphism.

Exercise 4 Use the representation (3.5)(a), and take the lines with {i, j,k} ⊆
{0,1,2,3,4}.

Exercise 5 The proof of (2.23) shows that a set of vectors in R f with just two
different angles has cardinality at most f ( f +1)/2. Putting f = 8, we get a bound
of 36.

Use the representation (3.5)(a), and take e0− ei (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8) and e0 + e j +
ek− 1

3 j (for 1≤ j < k ≤ 8).
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Exercise 6 Let Γ be strongly regular with k = 2(n−1), λ = n−2, µ = 2, where
n > 4.

First step: Let a be a vertex, X its set of neighbours, so that |X | = 2(n− 1)
and X has valency n− 2. We show that X is the disjoint union of two Kn−1s.
Take x,y,z ∈ X pairwise nonadjacent, if possible. Then x and y have two common
neighbours, one of which is a, so only one more; similarly for the other pairs. So
x has at least n−4 neighbours in X not joined to y or z, and similarly for y and z.
Thus, 3(n−4)+1+3≤ 2(n−2), so n≤ 4, contrary to assumption. (The 1 comes
from the fact that either there is a common neighbour of at least one of the pairs
in X , or else one of the n− 4s can be improved to n− 3.) So, if two vertices of
X are non-adjacent to a common vertex, they must be adjacent to one another. So
the non-neighbours of x form a clique of size n−1. It follows that X = 2Kn−1.

Second step: Consider the n-cliques in Γ. Each vertex is in two, each edge in
one, and there are n2 ·2/n = 2n altogether. These cliques must form an n×n grid,
and Γ∼= L2(n).

Exercise 7 (a) [This part should have said An (n ≥ 4) – sorry!] Let f be a unit
vector spanning such a line, with f = ∑aiei. Then ∑ai = 0, ∑a2

i = 1, and for all
i 6= j, ai−a j ∈ {1,0,−1}. The last condition comes from

cosθ =
〈 f ,ei− e j〉
|| f || · ||ei− e j||

.

Thus, ai takes only two values, say b (at m coordinates) and b+ 1 (at n+ 1−m
coordinates); and then

mb+(n+1−m)(b+1) = 0,
mb2 +(n+1−m)(b+1)2 = 1.

So b =−(n+1−m)/(n+1), and m(n+1−m) = n+1.
Now the only solution of xy = x+y in positive integers is x = y = 2; so m = 2,

n = 3. This case does occur: let

f =±1
2e1± 1

2e2± 1
2e3± 1

2e4

with two plus and two minus signs. But there are no solutions for n≥ 4.
Since A7 ⊆ E7 and A8 ⊆ E8, the result follows for these systems. E6 is an

exercise.
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(b) Similar. Let f = ∑aiei be such a unit vector. Then ∑a2
i = 1 and, for i 6= j,

ai +a j,ai−a j ∈ {1,0,−1}. This forces either

(i) a j = 0 for j 6= i, f =±ei; or

(ii) a j =±1
2 for all j, whence ∑a2

i = 1 yields n = 4.

(c) In the case n = 4, check that the lines spanned by ±ei and ±1
2e1± 1

2e2±
1
2e3± 1

2e4 form an indecomposable star-closed system of 12 lines at 60◦ and 90◦,
necessarily isomorphic to D4.

Exercise 8 [The question should assume that the graphs are connected.]
If not all mi are zero, or if Γ is not bipartite, then the root system gener-

ated by L(Γ;m1, . . . ,mr) is Dn, where n = ∑(1 + mi). The isomorphism from
L(Γ;m1, . . . ,mr) to L(∆; p1, . . . , ps) induces an isomorphism of root systems, in-
duced by a linear isometry of vector spaces. This maps the set of lines at 45◦ and
90◦ to the root system in the first case to those in the second. By Exercise 7, these
are the lines spanned by the unit basis vectors. Once we know that, we can recover
the graph Γ and the numbers m1, . . . ,ms (as in Fact 2, p. 52).

L(K4) is an octahedron, which is isomorphic to CP(3) = L(K1;3).
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Chapter 4: Regular two-graphs
Exercise 1 Let D be such a design with point set {1, . . . ,6}. The derived design
is a 1-(5,2,2), that is, a graph of valency 2 on 5 vertices, necessarily a pentagon.
So, deriving with respect to the point 6, we have blocks 126,236,346,456,516.
Now, deriving with respect to point 1, we have blocks 261 and 651, hence ei-
ther 531,341,421 or 541,431,321. The latter is impossible, since we then have
162,632,312 (a triangle in the derived design with respect to 2), so it must be the
former, and then blocks 235 and 245 complete the design.

The property about complementary blocks is true by inspection. The intersec-
tion triangle is

10
5 5

2 3 2

so there are two blocks disjoint from any 2-set, that is, two blocks contained in
any 4-set.

Exercise 2 12,23,34,45,51.

Exercise 3 Suppose that Γ is strongly regular with n = 2(2k−λ−µ). Any edge
lies in λ+(n−2k+λ) = n−2k−2λ triples of the two-graph, and any non-edge
in 2(k−µ) triples. But these numbers are equal.

Conversely, let Γ have n vertices and be regular of valency k, and let its two-
graph be regular with parameter s. If edge xy lies in λxy triangles, then λxy +(n−
2k+λxy) = s, whence λxy is constant, say λ. Similarly, if non-adjacent vertices u
and v have µuv common neighbours, then 2(k−µuv) = s, so µuv is a constant, say
µ. Thus Γ is strongly regular. Moreover, λ+(n−2k+λ) = 2(k−µ), as required.

Exercise 4 Bare hands!

Exercise 5 We must show that any two vertices lie in 162 odd triples of the
graph. Note first that the subgraph on B is strongly regular with parameters
(253,140,87,65) (compare p. 72). Two points of X have 21 common neighbours
in X , 21 in B , and 253− 2 · 77+ 21 = 120 non-neighbours in B , total 162. Take
x ∈ X , B ∈ B . If x and B are incident, there are 6 common neighbours in X , 60 in
B , and 96 non-neighbours in B; if not, then 15 points of X are joined to X but not
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B , while 105 in B are joined to B but not x, and 42 to x but not B. If B!,B2 ∈ B
we have 3+12+87+60 if B1 ∼ B2, 6+6+75+75 if B1 6∼ B2. Thus 162 in all
cases.

McLaughlin’s graph follows by (4.11).

Exercise 6 (a) A has eigenvalues 162 with multiplicity 1 (corresponding to the
all-1 vector), −3 and 27 with multiplicities 252 and 22 respectively. Thus A+
3I− 3

5J has eigenvalues 162+3− 3
5 ·275 = 0, −3+3 = 0, and 27+3 = 30 with

the same multiplicities, hence has rank 22. So its principal submatrix B = A1 +
3I− 3

5J has rank at most 22. Now A1 has row sums 105, giving an eigenvalue
105+ 3− 3

5 · 162 = 54
5 for B. So B has at least 140 zero eigenvalues, whence A1

has eigenvalue −3 with multiplicity at least 140.
(b)

Trace(A1) = 0 =−420+105+∑αi, ∑αi = 315.

Trace(A2
1) = 162 ·105 = 1260+1052 +∑α

2
i , ∑α

2
i = 4725.

Thus ∑(αi−15)2 = 0, so that αi = 15 for i = 1, . . . ,21.
So A1 has eigenvalues 105, −3, 15, and Γ1 is strongly regular by (2.19); its

parameters follow from the formulae there, that is,

λ = 105−3+15−45 = 72, µ = 105−45 = 60

[not 45].

Exercise 7 Follow the hint.
≡ is an equivalence relation: for

xz1z2,xz2z3,z1z2z3 ∈ B ⇒ xz1z3 ∈ B.

If it has at least three equivalence classes, then choosing z1,z2,z from different
classes we have xz1z2,xz2z3,xz1z3 /∈ B , but z1z2z3 ∈ B , a contradiction.

Let ni,23−ni be the sizes of the equivalence classes associated with the point
xi /∈ Z. Then

∑ni(23−ni)

counts triples (x,z1,z2) with x /∈ Z and xz1z2 /∈B; this number is 23 ·22 ·162. Also

∑ni(ni−1)(23−ni)(22−ni)
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counts 5-tuples (x,z1,z2,z3,z4) with x /∈ Z and xz1z2,xz3z4 ∈B , the other four such
triples not in B; this is also determined by the parameters of Γ, sinceΓ1 is strongly
regular.

From this, we can calculate

∑(ni−7)2(ni−16)2.

But this sum is 0 in the known example, since the ≡-classes are a block and its
complement. Since it is determined by the parameters, it is equal to 0 for any such
set Z. So all equivalence classes have sizes 7 and 16.

Now show that the 7-sets are the blocks of a 4-design (again using the fact that
Γ1 is strongly regular).

In Higman’s construction, Y is the point set of a 4-(23,7,) design and the
remaining vertices are its blocks.

Let y1,y2 ∈ Y and let Z consist of y1,y2 and the 21 blocks containing y1 and
y2. These form a 2-(21,5,1) design, that is, a projective plane of order 4, so any
two meet in three points (namely y1, y2, and their intersection in the plane). So Z
is a clique in Higman’s graph, and all its triples belong to the two-graph.

By assumption, there is a group of automorphisms with two orbits, Y and its
complement; and another group with two orbits, Z and its complement. So the
full automorphism group is transitive.

Exercise 8 Let S be a set switching T (8) into a regular graph with the same
valency. Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,8}, and suppose without loss of generality that {i, j} ∈ S
(we may replace S by its complement if necessary). Let U = {k : {i,k} ∈ S},
V = {k : { j,k} ∈ S}, with |U |= d, |V |= e.

In T (8), {i, j} is joined to all {i,k} and { j,k}. After switching, it is joined to
those {i,k} with k /∈U , those { j,k} with k /∈V , and all edges of S not containing
i or j. So its valency is (6−d)+(6− e)+(|S|−d− e). We conclude that

12+ |S|−2d−2e = 12,

so d + e = 1
2 |S|.

Fixing i and varying j, we see that all vertices different from i have the same
valency in the graph with edge set S. Doing the same for j, we conclude that this
graph is regular, with valency d = 1

4 |S|.
Conversely, if S is a regular graph, the argument shows that switching T (8)

with respect to S gives a regular graph with the same valency as T (8).
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Exercise 9 L2(4) and the Shrikhande graph have λ = µ = 2, and Clebsch has
λ = 0, µ = 2. So the first two are associated with polarities without absolute
points, the third with null polarities, of square 2-(16,6,2) designs.

It can be shown with bare hands that all the designs are isomorphic. Better,
find a nice property which characterises the design, and verify it in each case.
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Chapter 5: Quasi-symmetric designs
Exercise 1 zr counts triples with p = q∈ B1∩B2, and (k2−z)λ the rest. Clearly
if |B∩B1|= i and |B∩B2|= j, then B contributes i j to the sum.

Now suppose that D is quasi-symmetric with intersection numbers x and y.
Taking B = B2 we have

kr+ k(k−1)λ = xα+ yβ,

where α and β are the numbers of blocks meeting B1 in x and y points respectively.
Also of course, α+β+1 = b. These equations determine α and β. So the block
graph is regular.

Now in general we have

zr+(k2− z)λ = ∑ i jai j,

where, if z = x, then akx = axk = 1, akx +axx +ayx = α, and axy +ayy = β. So we
have enough equations to determine these numbers. Similarly in the case z = y.

Exercise 2 There are 231 vertices.
Given any vertex {i, j}, there are five blocks containing i and j; each has(4

2

)
= 6 pairs of points disjoint from {i, j}, with no overlap (since otherwise two

blocks would meet in four points). So the graph has valency 5 ·6 = 30.
Suppose that {i, j} ∼ {k, l}. There is one block B containing {i, j,k, l}, which

has one pair disjoint from both. Given x /∈ B, the triples {i, j,x} and {k, l,x} lie
in unique blocks, which must meet in two points x,y. Then {i, j} ∼ {x,y} and
{k, l} ∼ {x,y}. The 16 points outside B fall into eight disjoint pairs {x,y} with
this property. Thus, λ = 1+8 = 9.

There are two kinds of nonadjacencies. Consider first {i, j} and {i,k}. If
{u,v} is joined to both, then {i,u,v} is contained in a unique block which must
also contain j and k and so is the unique block containing {i, j,k}: there are three
such pairs {u,v}. Finally, suppose that {i, j} and {k, l} are not contained in any
block. There are four blocks containing three of {i, j,k, l}; they have 4 · 3 = 12
further points, leaving six points remaining. As in the preceding paragraph these
six fall into three pairs adjacent to {i, j} and {k, l}. So µ = 3.

Exercise 3 Given u1 6= 0, it cannot happen that B(u1,x) = 0 for all x, as B is
non-degenerate; so there exists u2 with B(u1,u2) = 1 (on multiplying by a scalar
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if necessary). Now let U = [u1,u2]. Then U⊥ is the intersection of the hyperplanes
u⊥1 and u⊥2 , so has dimension n−2. Also, U ∩U⊥ = {0}. For, if x ∈U ∩U⊥, then
x = au1 +bu2 for some a,b; and

0 = B(x,u1) = B(au1 +bu2,u1) =−b,

and similarly a = 0. So V = U ⊕U⊥. The form B restricted to U⊥ is non-
degenerate: for if u ∈U⊥ and B(u,x) = 0 for all x ∈U⊥, then also B(u,x) = 0
for all x ∈U , so this holds for all x ∈V , whence u = 0.

So we can “pull off” 2-dimensional subspaces until nothing is left, whence
dim(V ) is even.

Changing notation, we get a basis e1, f1,e2, f2, . . . ,en, fn such that B(ei, fi) =
−B( fi,ei) = 1, B(ei, f j) = B( f j,ei) = 0 for all i 6= j, and B(ei,e j) = B( fi, f j) = 0
for all i, j.

Given another form B′, we can find a basis e′1, f ′1, . . . ,e
′
n, f ′n with the same

properties. Now the map taking ei to e′i and fi to f ′i for i = 1, . . . ,n maps B to B′.
The proof for quadratic forms is by induction. V = [e, f ]⊕U⊥ where any form

has 22m−3±2m−2 zeros on u⊥, with 22m−3±2m−2 forms of each type. Also there
are 1 or 3 zeros on U = [e, f ], and one form has one zero (namely x2

1 + x1x2 + x2
2),

and three have three zeros (namely x1,x2, x2
1+x1x2, and x1x2+x2

2). Now Q is zero
on a vector if and only if it takes the same value on its components in U and U⊥;
so the number of zeros is either

1 · (22m−3 +2m−2)+3 · (22m−3−2m−2) = 22m−1−2m−1

(occurring 22m−1−2m−1 times) or

1 · (22m−3−2m−2)+3 · (22m−3 +2m−2) = 22m−1 +2m−1

(occurring 22m−1 +2m−1 times).

Exercise 4 H has constant row sums k if HJ = kJ.Now, if H1J1 = k1J1 and
H2J2 = k2J2 (where J1 and J2 are all-1 matrices of the appropriate sizes), then

(H1⊗H2)J = k1k2J,

since J1⊗ J2 = J is an all-1 matrix.
The argument for column sums is similar.
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To identify the design, it is convenient to re-interpret D(m) yet again. The
point set is V =V (2m,2). If Q satisfies ε(Q) = +1, then the corresponding block
B is the set of zeros of Q; the other blocks have the form B+ v for v ∈V . (For

Q(x) = 0⇔ Q(x+ v)B(x,v) = Q(v);

now Q(x+ v)+B(x,v) is the quadratic form Q+Lv, and ε(Q+Lv) = (−1)Q(v).)
Now the quadratic form x1x2 on two variables represents the trivial 2-(4,1,0)
design; the Hadamard product of n copies of the associated Hadamard matrix
corresponds to the “sum” of n copies of this form, that is,

x1x2 + x3x4 + · · ·+ x2n−1x2n

(compare Chapter 1, Exercise 2).

Exercise 5 Let dim(V ) = n+ 1, dim(U1) = dim(U2) = n− 1. Then dim(U1 ∩
U2) = n− 3 or n− 2 according as U1 +U2 = v or njot. So the corresponding
blocks of the design intersect in (qn−3− 1)/(q− 1) or (qn−2− 1)/(q− 1) points
accordingly, and the design is quasi-symmetric.

The block graph has vertices the (n− 2) subspaces of PG(n,q), joined if the
sum is not V . Taking the dual, the vertices correspond to lines of PG(n,q), joined
if their intersection is not /0; that is, the line graph of points and lines in PG(n,q).

Exercise 6 Two blocks of D meet in 0 points if they are parallel, µ points oth-
erwisem for some µ. Construct D ′′ as in the question. Each block of D ′′ consists
of k′ parallel blocks if D . Two such blocks based on the same parallel class meet
in λ′ blocks of D , that is, in λ′µm points; two based on different classes meet in
(k′)2µ points. So D ′′ is quasi-symmetric.

It can be shown that λ′µm < (k′)2µ (how?). So in the block graph, blocks are
joined if and only if they correspond to different parallel classes in D . So the
graph is complete multipartite.
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Chapter 6: A property of the number six
Exercise 1 Take the 1-factor shown and apply z 7→ 1/z. It goes to

{{0,1/α},{∞,1/(2α)}}∪{{1/β,1/γ} : β+ γ = 2α}.

So this map is an automorphism if and only if

(β,γ 6= 0,α,2α;β 6= γ;β+ γ = 2α)⇒ (1/β)+(1/γ) = (1/α).

Of course, the conclusion can be written βγ = 2α2. Thus, β and γ are the roots of
x2−2αx+2α2 = 0, so there are just two choices for β. Thus, q−3≤ 2, whence
q = 3 or q = 5.

For q = 3, there are no possible β and γ. If q = 5 then we easily find {β,γ}=
{3α,4α} and the conditions are satisfied. Thus, z 7→ 1/z is an automorphism if
and only if q≤ 5.

Now z 7→ cz+d is always an automorphism for c 6= 0, since

(β+ γ = 2α)⇒ ((cβ+d)+(cγ+d) = 2(cα+d)).

Now PGL(2,5) has order 6 ·5 ·4 = 120, and so has index 6 in S6; so there are
six 1-factorisations isomorphic to this one.

Exercise 2 Follow the argument on p. 85, with A = {a,b,c,d}, X = {x,y,z,w}.
Now (a,x) is joined to three points in {b,c,d}× {y,z,w}, one in each row and
one in each column. Without loss, the three points are (b,y), (c,z) and (d,w).
Then (b,y) is joined to (a,x) and two more, which must be (c,w) and (d,z), as the
other choice would create a triangle. In the same way, (c,z) is joined to (d,y) and
(b,w), and (d,w) is joined to (c,y) and (b,z).

Now (d,y) is joined to (c,z) and hence to either (a,x),(b,w) or (a,w),(b,x);
it can’t be the first (since we know the neighbours of (a,x)), so must be the sec-
ond. Similarly (d,z) is joined to (b,y), (a,w), and (c,x). But now (a,w) has two
neighbours in the same row.

Exercise 3 (1) It should be n2−17n+100 : sorry!
Follow the steps indicated.

(2) Let xy be the deleted edge; let a,b be the neighbours of x and c,d those of
y. Then each of the pairs xy, ay, by, xc, xd fail to be joined by a path of length 2
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in the “M(3) minus edge” subgraph; so there must be an outside point joined to
each pair. Call these points p1, . . . , p5. There are no edges within {p1, . . . , p5}, or
a short cycle would be created.

So in the induced subgraph on the given ten points and p1, . . . , p5, the points
pi have valeucy 2; x and y have valency 2+3 = 5; a,b,c,d have valency 3+1 = 4;
and the other four have valency 3. So

∑ri(ri−2) = 2 ·5 ·3+4 ·4 ·2+4 ·3 ·1 = 74.

But
n2−17n+100 = 225−255+100 = 70.

So the inequality fails.

Exercise 4 Let ∆ be this graph.
Consider edges in relation (a), say xy,xz. Edges joined to both are uv, where

u ∼ x (k−2 choices for u, k−1 for v); and uv, where u ∼ y, v ∼ z (k−1 choices
for u, then v determined). So there are (k− 2)(k− 1)+ (k− 1) · 1 = (k− 1)2 of
these.

Consider edges in relation (b), say xy,zw where x ∼ z. Edges joined to both
are on paths of length 3 from y to z or x to w or y to w, or edges through the unique
common neighbour of y and w; total (k−2)+(k−2)+(k−2)+(k−2)= 4(k−2).

Consider edges in relation (c), say xy,zw. Edges joined to both are either on
paths of length 3 from one of xy to one of zw (there are 4(k−3) of these, since we
must avoid the paths using xy or zw), or on a common neighbour of two of these
vertices (4(k−2) of these); total 4(2k−5).

If k = 2, type (c) doesn’t occur and the graph is clearly strongly regular.
If k > 2, it is strongly regular if and only if

(k−1)2 = 4(2k−5),

whence k = 3 or k = 7.

Exercise 5 In this case k = 7, and ∆ is strongly regular with parameters(1
2(k

2 +1)k = 175,2(k−1)2 = 72,4(k−2) = 20,(k−1)2 = 36
)
.

Since 72 = 2 ·36, we get a regular two-graph by (4.11).
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Exercise 6 There are 132 blocks, so 66 disjoint pairs. The rest is just careful
counting using the intersection triangle of the design.

Exercise 7 (a) The vertex set is L2(3) ∪ {∞}, and blocks are of two types:
{∞,x,y,z}, where {x,y,z} is a triangle (a row or a column) in L2(3); or the sym-
metric difference of two triangles (that is, a row and a column with the common
point deleted). THe other design has two types of blocks: {∞,x,y,z}, where x,y,z
lie in different rows and different columns; or a 2× 2 subgrid in the 3× 3 grid.
Clearly no block is repeated.

To show that together these form a 3-design, we consider the possibilities for
three points:

Case ∞,x,y: if x and y lie in the same row or column, the set is in a unique
block of the first design, otherwise a unique block of the second.

Case x,y,z: If x,y,z is a row, a column, or a set of points in different rows
and different columns, it clearly lies in a unique block. Suppose that x and y lie
in the same row and z in a different row. If z is in a different column from x and
y, the set lies in unique block of the first design, otherwise a unique block of the
second.

(b) Clear from the description of the blocks.

Exercise 8 There are 30 because PSL(3,2) has index 30 in S7. This group is
contained in A7 since it has no subgroup of index 2, so the 30 fall into two orbits
of 15 under A7.

Three sets of the form abc,ade,a f g can be completed to a projective plane in
just two ways, differing by a transposition, so one of them lies in each orbit.

If 123 is a line, there are three possibilities for the other lines through 1,
namely 145,167, or 146,157, or 147,156; each completes to a unique plane in
each orbit.

Any plane has seven lines, each occurring in two other planes in the orbit. So
each of the other 14 planes in the orbit occurs once. So planes in the orbit and
3-sets (with the obvious incidence) form a 2-(15,3,1) design.

Take a plane Π in the other orbit. It contains seven lines or 3-sets; also, there
are seven planes in the first orbit which share a pencil of lines with Π. These
seven planes and seven 3-sets form a subplane. These subplanes show that the
2-(15,3,1) design must be PG(3,2).
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There are 35 3-sets, 15 planes in an orbit, so 50 vertices. A plane has seven
3-sets as lines; a 3-set is a line in three planes and is disjoint from four 3-sets. So
the graph has valency 7.

There is clearly no triangle in V . Could a triangle have one vertex u ∈U and
two vrtices v1,v2 ∈V ? No, since if v1 ∼ v2, then v1 and v2 are disjoint and cannot
lie in a common plane. So there are no triangles.

If v1,v2 ∈V have |v1∩v2|= 1, then v1 and v2 have one common neighbour in
U and none in V ; if |v1∩ v2|= 2, then the other way around. So no quadrangles.

So the graph Γ is a Moore graph, necessarily the Hoffman–Singleton graph.

Exercise 9 Without loss of generality, ab beat cd and ac beat bd. If ad beat bc,
then a always wins; if bc beat ad, then d always loses.

Given a 4-set, choose one of each disjoint pair of 2-sets (as the winner of the
doubles match). As above, the three choices distinguish a unique element of the
4-set.
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Chapter 7: Partial geometries
Exercise 1 (a) Suppose first that C is an (s+ 1)-clique. Let xi points outside C
be joined to exactly i points of C. Then

∑xi = (s+1)st/α,

∑ ixi = (s+1)st,

∑ i(i−1)xi = (s+1)st(α−1).

So
∑(i−α)2xi = 0.

Thus xi = 0 for i 6= α, and every point outside C has α neighbours in C. It follows
that C cannot be contained in a larger clique.

Conversely, if every point outside C has α neighbours in C, with |C|= n, then

((s+1)(st +α)/α−n)α = n((t +1)s− (n−1)),
(n− s−1)(n− st−α) = 0,

so n = s+1 or n = st +α. But there is no clique larger than s+1; so n = s+1.

(b) If every edge lies in a unique (s+ 1)-clique, let the lines be the (s+ 1)-
cliques. By definition, if x /∈ L, then x is adjacent to α points of L; and the graph
is the collinearity graph. So we have a partial geometry.

Exercise 2 (a) Every line has q+1 points, so s = q. Given a point x, the set x⊥

is a plane, so |x⊥|= q2 +q+1; so there are q+1 lines through x, and t = q.
Let L be a line with x /∈ L. Let U be the 2-dimensional vector space corre-

sponding to L, and [v] = x. Then u 7→ B(u,v) is a linear map on U ; its kernel is a
1-space, the unique point of L collinear with x. So α = 1 and we have a GQ.

(b) The new geometry has (q3 +q2 +q+1)− (q2 +q+1) = q3 points. Let X
be the point set.

Any t.i. linr not containing p contains a unique point perpendicular to p, and
so q points of X . ANy non-isotropic line on p has its other q points in X . So
s = q−1.

Take x ∈ X . Then x lies on q+1 t.i. lines, none of which contains p; the line
xp is non-isotropic. So x lies on q+2 lines, and t = q+1.

Let x ∈ X and let L be a line of X .
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Case 1: L is t.i. Let r be the point of L\X . Then p and L are perpendicular
to r; if x is not also perpendicular to r, then there is a unique point of L joined to x
by a t.i. line (not r). If x is perpendicular to r, then x, p ∈ r⊥ which is a plane, so
the non-isotropic line xp lies in this plane and meets L.

Case 2: L is non-isotropic. Then x is perpendicular to a unique point of
L∪{p}, which is not p; so it is collinear to a unique point of L by a t.i. line. The
unique non-isotropic line through x and p does not meet L.

So α = 1.

Exercise 3 Let K > be the set of lines disjoint from K . We have to show that
any point lies on 0 or q/k lies of K >. Clearly points of K lie on no such lines. If
p /∈K , then

|K |/k = (qk+ k−q)/k = q+1−q/k

lines on p meet K , so q/k lines on p are disjoint from K .
T (K ) has as points the points outside K , as lines the lines meeting K . T (K >)

has as points the lines not in K >, that is, the lines meeting K , and lines corre-
sponding to points lying on lines of K >, that is (by the above proof) the points
outside K . So

T (K >) = T (K )>.

Exercise 4 (a)

a(x+ y)2 +b(x+ y) = (ax2 +bx)+(ay2 +by)

since 2xy = 0. Now the kernel is {x : ax2 + bx = 0} = {0,b/a}. The image of
x 7→ ax2 +bx+ c is just A0 + c, by definition.

(b) Restricting Q to a line through the origin, it has the form ax2, which is
one-to-one because (x2 = y2)⇒ (x = y) (the multiplicative group of F(q) has odd
order, so squaring is one-to-one). On a line not containing the origin, we set up
affine coordinates, and Q has the form ax2 +bx+ c. The rest of [. . . ] follows.

S meets every affine line in 0 or k points, and meets the line at infinity in 0
points.
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Exercise 5 (a) Let p,B be as in the question.
Take x ∈ B. Then Dx is a GQ, with p a point, B\{x} a line, and p /∈ B\{x};

so there is a unique line L through p meeting B \ {x}. In D , this says that there
is a unique block containing p and x and one further point of B. So the assertion
holds.

(b) [It should be (7.21) – sorry!] The divisibility condition says that s+ 2
divides (t+1)(st+1)

(
(s+1)(st+1)+1

)
. Part (a) shows that s+2 is even. Now,

for example, in case (i) we have q odd and q+3 divides 27 ·8 = 216, so q = 1, 3,
5, 9, 15, 21, 33, 51, 69, 105 or 213. But the question says that q is a prime power!

Exercise 6 (a) Clearly even permutations don’t affect the condition. Interchang-
ing x1 and x2 we get

B(x2,x1)B(x1,x3)B(x3,x2) =
(
B(x1,x2)B(x2,x3)B(x3,x1)

)q
.

But α is a square if and only if αq is, since q is odd. Multiplying x1 by α multiplies
the function by αq+1. But q+1 is even, so αq+1 is a square.

(b) Take x1,x2,x3,x4. Multiplying the four functions together, we get each
B(xi,x j) raised to the power q+1, so the result is a square. So an even number of
the factors must be squares, and we get a two-graph.

It is regular because it admits a 2-transitive group. [Can you work out the
parameters?]

Exercise 7 L-structures: (a) is clear; for (b), these come from the 1-factorisations
of K6, as claimed.

P-structures: given the partition {1,2},{3,4},{5,6}, the two dual affine planes
are

{1,3,5},{1,4,6},{2,3,6},{2,4,5}
and

{1,3,6},{1,4,5},{2,3,5},{2,4,6}
Let E be as defined. Clearly E∞ = G ; we have to show that E is a 2-design.

Two points ∞ and p lie in three blocks (of the form L∪{∞} for the three lines L
on p). Take two points p and q.

Case 1: p and q collinear. If L is the line on p and q, then one block con-
taining them is L∪∞}; there is one L-structure containing {p,q}, omitting a point
r, and then two blocks of the P-structure P (r) containing p and q.
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Case 2: p and q not collinear. There is no block of the form L∪{∞} con-
taining both. In G , there are three points r collinear with p and q, and for each
such r there is one block in (P)(r) containing p and q.

So E is a 2-(46,6,3) design and is an extension of G .
If a permutation of X ∩{∞}maps one such structure to another, and fixes ∞, it

must be an automorphism of G . So there are at most 46 · |Aut(G)| such structures,
and the result follows.

Exercise 8 None are geometric. Use bare hands!

Exercise 9 Let e1, . . . ,e5 be a 1-factor. Four other edges meet e1; no two of them
can meet the same ei for i > 1, so e1 has distance 2 to all the others.

Now there are eight edges at distance 2 from a given edge e. Given two edges
at distance 2, at most one 1-factor contains both; so there are at most 8/4 = 2
1-factors containing an edge, and at most 15 · 2/5 = 6 altogether. But we can
find six 1-factorsm so there are exactly 6. There are 30 pairs of distinct 1-factors,
and 15 · 2 · 1 = 30 triples (e,F1,F2) where e is an edge in F1 and F2. So any two
1-factors share an edge.

A 1-factorisation would require disjoint 1-factors.

Exercise 10 Suppose that P exists.
Any 1-factor has 5 edges, so s = 4.
Any edge e lies in 36 pentagons, each in a unique member of P ; an edge of a

Petersem graph lies in four pentagons, so e lies in nine members of P . Each one
has two 1-factors containing e. So e lies in 18 lines, and t = 17.

Let ∆ be the graph whose vertices are the deges of Γ, joined if at distance 2.
Since the graph is pseudo-geometric, and we have a collection of cliques with
every edge in exactly one clique, we have a partial geometry.
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Chapter 8: Graphs with no triangles
Exercise 1 The intersection triangle

77
56 21

40 16 5
28 12 4 1

19 9 3 1 0
12 7 2 1 0 0

6 6 1 1 0 0 0
0 6 0 1 0 0 0 0

shows that any block meets X0 in one or three points, and 6 blocks meet it in any
one given point. Thus |B0| = 7 · 6 = 42, and Γ has 50 vertices. Clearly ∞ has
valency 7; the above argument shows that vertices of X0 have valency 7; we have
to show that this holds also for vertices in B0.

Take B ∈ B0 with B∩X0 = {x}. Each block disjoint from B must meet X0 in a
point different from x. There are six such points y; we show that a unique block B′

satisfies B′∩X0 = {y}, B∩B′= /0. There are
(6

2

)
= 15 blocks through y meeting B.

Of these, 5 contain x and another point of X0. Then there are 25 choices of (B′,z,u)
with y,z,u ∈ B′, z ∈ X0 \ {x,y}, and u ∈ B \ {y}; five such choices are accounted
for by blocks containing x, so 20 remain, and there are 20/(2 ·2) = 5 possible B′

(since, given B′, there are two z and two u). This leaves 15− 5− 5 = 5 blocks
B′ meeting B and satisfying B′∩X0 = {y}; so just one block satisfies B′∩B = /0,
B′∩X0 = {y}. There are six points of X0 \{x}, so six blocks in B0 disjoint from
B. Now B is also adjacent to x; so its valency is 7. Thus, Γ0 is regular.

To show that it is strongly regular, we use the trick from Chapter 4, Exercise 6.
The complement Γ of Γ has the eigenvalues 77, 9, −3, with multiplicities 1, 22
and 77 respectively. So A+ 3I− (78/100)J has rank 22. If A0 is the adjacency
matrix of Γ0, then A0+3I−(78/100)J has rank at most 22; so A0 has eigenvalues
42, −3 (with multiplicities 1 and 28) and α1, . . . ,α21. Then Tr(A0) = 0 gives
∑αi = 42, while Tr(A0

2
) = 50 · 42 gives ∑α2

1 = 84. So αi = 2 for all i, and Γ0
(and hence Γ0) is strongly regular. Its parameters are easily] calculated from its
eigenvalues.

(b) Let Γ0 be an induced Hoffman-Singleton subgraph containing ∞, with X0
and B0 the sets of neighbours and non-neighbours of ∞. Then X0 is a set of seven
points of the 3-(22,6,1) design, and B0 a set of 42 blocks each meeting X0 in one
point.
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Let xi be the number of blocks not in B0 which meet X0 in i points. Then

∑xi = 77−42 = 35,

∑ ixi = 147−42 = 105,

∑ i(i−1)xi = 210;

so ∑(i− 3)2xi = 0. Hence all other blocks meet X0 in three points. This charac-
terises X0 as a block in an extension of the design, and also shows that B0 consists
of all blocks meeting X0 in one point.

Exercise 2 (a) We have

• ∑1 = 50 (there are 50 vertices);

• ∑xi = 50 · (22−7) = 750 (each vertex in V0 has 22−7 neighbours in V1);

• ∑xi(xi−1) = 50 ·42 ·(6−1) = 10500 (adjacent vertices in V0 have no com-
mon neighbours; non-adjacent vertices have 6, of which 1 is in V0).

So xi = 15 for all i, and the induced subgraph on V1 has valency 7.
(b) We have

• ∑yi = 42;

• ∑ iyi = 15 · 14 = 210 (each neighbour of p in V0 has 14 further neighbours
in V1, all non-adjacent to p);

• ∑ i(i− 1)yi = 15 · 14 · 4 = 840, since any two such vertices in V0 have one
common neighbour in V0, so 5 in V1, of which one is p).

So y5 = 42 and yi = 0 for i 6= 5.
But then, q is not adjacent to p, five of their six common neighbours are in V0,

and so precisely one in V1. So there are no 4-cycles, and the girth is at least (and
so exactly) 5.

(c) The induced subgraph on V1 is thus a Moore graph, and so is isomorphic
to the Hoffman–Singleton graph by (6.6).
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Exercise 3 (a) The induced subgraph on Γ(x) has valency λ. Taking the vertex
at the bottom of the figure shown to be x, we see that this subgraph contains no
induced path of length 2, so all the neighbours of a vertex y in the subgraph are
adjacent, and y and these neighbours induce Kλ+1.

This means that any edge in the graph is contained in a unique clique of size
λ+ 2; a vertex not in this clique can be adjacent to at most one of its vertices.
Moreover, this property is equivalent to the nonexistence of the diamond shown
in the question.

(b) The preceding remark shows that each block of D(Γ,x) is incident with µ
points.

Pick vertices y1 and y2 in different cliques in Γ(x). They have µ common
neighbours, of which one is x and the others are in Γ(x). Given two cliques, there
are (λ+1)2 choices of a vertex in each clique. Since a vertex of Γ(x) is joined to
at most one point in each clique, all (λ+ 1)2(µ− 1) vertices of Γ(x) obtained in
this way are different. So two points lie in (λ+1)2(µ−1) blocks.

(c) It is clear that the suggested programme can be carried out, but the result
is a mess.

(d) The point graph of a generalized quadrangle does have the stated property,
since any triangle in the graph is contained in a line. Now the equations suggested
in (c) become

• ∑1 = ts2− ts− s+ t,

• ∑xi = (t +1)(t−1)s,

• ∑xi(xi−1) = (t +1)t(t−1).

This gives t(s−1)(t− s2)≤ 0, so that t ≤ s2 (for s > 1).

Exercise 4 Any block is incident with c points. Let y and z be two points of
Γ(x), and denote by ν(y,z) the number of their common neighbours in Γ(x). Then
y and z are adjacent with c−1−ν(y,z) or d−1−ν(y,z) blocks, according as they
are adjacent or not. This shows that the stated structure is a 2-structure if and only
if the values of ν(y,z) are constant for adjacent and for non-adjacent pairs (y,z),
and that the two constants differ by c− d. So, if Γ|Γ(x) is strongly regular with
the stated parameters, then we do have a 2-structure.

Conversely, suppose that the values of ν(y,z) are c−d+t for all adjacent pairs
and t for all non-adjacent pairs. Then the graph Γ|Γ(x) is strongly regular with
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parameters (a,c,c−d− t, t). Then (2.6) gives c(d− t +1) = (a− c−1)t, which
yields t = c(d−1)/(a−1) as required.

Exercise 5 Check first that the parameters do fit the requirements of Exercise 4,
with a = 10, c = 3, d = 4,and t = 1.

Represent the Petersen graph as the complement of the line graph of K5. A
4-set of the type described has the form {{p,q},{r,s},{p,r},{q,s}}, for distinct
p,q,r,s ∈ {1, . . . ,5}; there are 15 choices of such a set. Since they are all equiva-
lent under permutations, any edge lies in the same number 15 ·2/15 = 2 of them,
and any non-edge in 15 ·4/30 = 2, so we have a 2-structure, clearly a design. It is
easily checked that two blocks meet in 1 or 2 points. (This design comes from the
regular two-graph on ten points by taking as blocks the 4-cliques.)

Using the block graph for adjacency in Γ(x) gives us a graph on 26 ver-
tices with valency 10. But it is not strongly regular. For take an incident point
and block, say {1,2} and {{1,2},{3,4},{1,3},{2,4}}. Joined to both we find
{3,4} in Γ(x), and {{1,2},{3,4},{1,4},{2,3}}, {{1,2},{3,5},{1,3},{2,5}}
and {{1,2},{4,5},{1,5},{2,4}} in Γ(x), contradicting the fact that c = 3.

Exercise 6 Boring calculation.

Exercise 7 The graph Γ|Γ(x) has 3(m− 1) vertices and valency m. If two ad-
jacent points in this graph lie in the same row of the Latin square, they have
at least m− 3 common neighbours in the same row. If the induced subgraph is
strongly regular, then the basic equation (2.6) gives m(m− λ− 1) = 2(m− 2)µ;
since λ≥ m−3 we have m−λ−1≤ 2, so 2(m−2) divides 2m. Thus m−2≤ 2.

Exercise 8 Calculation.

Exercise 9 If this graph were geometric, it would be the point graph of a gen-
eralized quadrangle with s = 10, t = 2. But the dual of this quadrangle would
violate the Krein condition t ≤ s2 (see (2.26) or Exercise 3 above).

Exercise 10 The square lattice graph L2(n) is 3-tuple regular but (if n > 4) not
4-tuple regular. Its subconstituents are the disjoint union of two complete graphs
and L2(n−1).
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Exercise 11 Suppose that Γ is t-tuple regular. The definition implies that Γ is
also i-tuple regular for all i < t. Now to show that the complement is t-tuple
regular, it suffices to show that the number of vertices joined to no vertex in a t-set
S = {v1, . . . ,vt} depends only on the isomorphism type of the induced subgraph
on S. (For Γ|S is the complement of Γ|S; and the argument for t will hold for all
smaller numbers as well.) So let X be the set of vertices outside T , and Ai the set
joined to the vertex vi ∈ S. Then t-tuple regularity says that, for I ⊆ {1, . . . , t},
the cardinalities of the sets AI (in the notation of the Principle of Inclusion and
Exclusion) are determined by the structure of the induced subgraph on S; so the
number of vertices in no set Ai is determined, by that Principle.

Exercise 12 (a) Suppose that Γ is t-tuple regular. For i≤ t, Let S be a set of i−1
vertices in Γ(x). The number of vertices in Γ(x) joined to everything in S is equal
to the number of vertices in Γ joined to everything in the (i+1)-set {x}∪S, whose
induced subgraph is the induced subgraph on S together with a vertex joined to
everything. Since i+ 1 ≤ t, this number is determined by the induced subgraph
on {x}∪S, which is itself determined by the induced subgraph on S.

The argument for the other subconstituent is similar.
(b) We are trying to prove by induction that only the stated graphs are t-tuple

regular for all t. So let Γ be a minimal counterexample. The subconstituents of Γ

are also t-tuple regular for all t, and are smaller than Γ, and so by hypothesis they
are among the list of target graphs.

Thus we have a strongly regular graph whose subconstituents are disjoint
unions of complete graphs, or regular complete multipartite graphs, or the pen-
tagon, or L2(3), and we have to determine Γ (and show that it must also be one of
these).

This involves quite a lot of case-by-case argument; some cases are easy and
others are quite hard. For example, suppose that Γ(x) carries a complete r-partite
graph. If y is a vertex in Γ(x), then we already have a complete (r− 1)-partite
graph, together with the vertex x, in Γ(y); so all the remaining vertices in this set
are pairwise non-adjacent, and all have the same neighbours in Γ(x). Thus Γ is
complete (r+1)-partite.

I will not go through all the cases; altogether this is a substantial project.
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